Daggerfuckers
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Val Tenterhosen has been building and wrecking furniture for nearly thirty-five years. Now he has a
book. The fifty-odd fragments of dark thoughts in this, his first collection, will get your blood boiling,
your brain pumping, and your guts all wrapped up rotten. He doesn't expect most people to be
interested.
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No.This is a collection of meaningless garbage someone is attempting to market as edgy. I'm no
prude but the title is ridiculous and all story titles are in lower-case for no apparent reason.Not only
were none of the stories I read in this collection enjoyable, none of them even made
sense.UPDATE: 12/16/14The author, Val Tenterhosen, felt it was necessary to respond to my
review, not to me personally but to his twenty-one thousand followers on twitter. He said and I
quote, "Someone just gave my book one star and said it makes no sense. THEY make no sense.
My book is a work of pure wisdom."Pure wisdom, indeed. This "book" should be listed in self-help. I
think we all know you better get out a pad and pen and be ready to take some notes when you open
a book titled "dagger****ers". When you get to the dedication where he thanks the girl who blew him

in a chicken coup and refers to his penis as a "trousermose" (I'm assuming he meant trouser-mouse
and not trouser-moose, but either way) you know you are in store for a literary journey like never
before.Let's start with what Val says about the "book" himself. He refers to the contents of the
"book" as "fifty-odd fragments of dark thoughts". I suppose that's accurate, they do come across
more like random thoughts than actual stories. The product details list the page numbers at
seventy-three. Fifty stories he calls fragments over seventy-three pages leads to an average story
length of 1.46 pages per story. Are there stories in this collection? Yes. Are they any good? No. The
few entries contained in this "book" that I will be lenient enough to call stories have no character
development, or plot.
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